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Sunday, October 18. 2009

Dingux-2600: Atari 2600 emulator for Dingux v1.1.0

Hi All,
Stella is on of the best emulator of Atari 2600 game console, running on many different systems, such as Linux, Solaris,
Windows, MacOS/X, WinCE, OS/2, GP2X.
It has been written initially by Bradford Mott, see Stella site for details.
Here is a port on Dingoo/Dingux of the version i've previously ported to GP2X-Wiz
Many new features have been added compared to original Stella version, have a look to the README for details.
Here is a full working binary version :
dingux-2600-v1.1.0-bin.zip
And the source code :
dingux-2600-v1.1.0-src.zip
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.
Posted by zx-81 in Atari 2600 at 10:22
Thanks, works fantastic, just like ColEm, tried some games like Robot Tank and Centipede, all run Fullspeed. Any chance of porting
an Atari 800 Emulator to Dingux, that would be awesome and your Emulators are very fast and have a fantastic interface.
Have a nice day Chris23235
Chris23235 on Oct 18 2009, 15:32
Hi Chris,
Thanks for your comment. I plan to port all my Wiz stuff to dingo, so atari 800 should come soon
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 18 2009, 16:57
Also verry happy with your work on the dingoo. I'am using your emus for a long time first gp2x later on a psp. Now I'am waiting for my
new dingoo. Hoping the intellevision also gone work on it. (my verry first gaming console, and my first computer was the zx81, with
the big 16k memory upgrade)
grabba on Oct 18 2009, 17:44
Hi,
I do plan to port all my emu to both Wiz and Dingoo ... It's just a question of spare time now
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 18 2009, 18:01
Awesome job on Dingoo-2600. This port is packed with features!!! Thank you so much!
toddj on Oct 21 2009, 00:27
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